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100th Anniversary Reunion  

 
2017 marks the 100th Anniversary of No.74 Squadron and our Reunion from 3rd- 5th March will 

reflect that fact. As we have been saying we, your committee, would like to make it as large a 

gathering of Tigers and their families as we can. I know some of you have already been 

spreading the word as I have been receiving enquiries. There is lots of time yet so if there are 

any further former squadron colleagues you can talk to, please do. And if you haven’t talked to 

any yet, please do! 

 

Also, we’re still planning the final details of the weekend but would ask you to consider the 

Friday as well as the Saturday if you only usually come to the latter.  

 

See you all at Stratford! 

 

 

 
 

A rare photograph of a 74 Squadron Gauntlet carrying a pre-war code of JH-E.  

With thanks to Ian Simpson. 
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Membership Matters 

 
We welcome new member Paul Beckwith who served as a Tiger at Tengah from October 1969 to October 1970. 

Paul was an SAC airframe mechanic on first line servicing. His address is Ringwood Cottage, Minster Lovell, 

Witney, Oxfordshire, OX29 0ND. His Tel No is 01993 878341 and e-mail address is 

wychring@yahoo.co.uk. 

 

Margie Crow has a new e-mail address of margiecrow43@virginmedia.com. 

 

Farewells 

 
Bill Cunningham 

 
It is with sadness that we have to tell you that Bill, 

a long-time supporter of the Association, in 

particular with his annual attendance at reunions for 

many years, died on May 4th.  

 

Bill was at Leuchars and Tengah with the squadron 

as a Line Corporal, joining in March 1967 and moving 

on to RAF Watton in December 1969. Bill devoted 

many years of his life to the RAF, serving for 37 in 

total and retiring as a Warrant Officer. He joined 

the 92nd Entry at Halton in May 1959 and in the long 

career that followed there was scarcely a part of 

the service he did not know. His first posting was to 

101 Squadron at Waddington on Vulcans: then came 

48 Squadron at Khormaksar on Twin Pioneers before 

returning to the UK and the Tigers. Post-74 and 

Watton he spent three years at Gutersloh with 92 

Squadron and Lightning F.2s and 2As, worked on 

Vulcan majors at St Athan, Jaguar mods at 

Leconfield and Abingdon, moved to 20 Squadron at 

Bruggen on Jaguars, then the Tornado GR1 at 

Cottesmore and Honington. Next came helicopters 

and the Chinook with 18 Squadron at Gutersloh and 

Chinooks and Sea Kings at Mount Pleasant with 78 

Squadron. From January to March 1991 he was in 

Saudi Arabia on Operation Granby, still with the 

Chinook, followed by Operation Warden and Operation Haven in Turkey. Bill returned to fixed wing ops with the 

ADV Tornados of 23 and 25 Squadrons at Leeming before the ground attack version once again at Bruggen (17 

Squadron) and finally Cottesmore with the TTTE. Quite a roll call. Bill loyally supported the Associations of 

many of his other squadrons as well as the Tigers. 

 

Bill’s funeral took place at Peterborough on May 23rd and some of his old 

Tengah colleagues attended to pay their last respects. We will all miss his 

presence at Stratford and our thoughts are with his wife Carol and all his 

family who we hope to see again in 2017. RIP Bill. 

 

Bill was proud to be a Scot and that was reflected in the wreath that 

accompanied him on the day of his funeral. 

mailto:wychring@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:margiecrow43@virginmedia.com
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If you feel you can help, or know somebody who can, please contact Charles or Ken who 

will be happy to advise you further. 
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Alec Peace: My RAF Years. 

 
Association member Alec came to write his memoir, My RAF Years, for his family after his doorbell rang one 

day and his visitor introduced himself as a local author of aviation books based on the Derbyshire Peak District. 

Says Alec, ‘his name was Pat Cunningham DFM and he had researched the many tragic remains of aircraft that 

had crashed on the high moors. His latest book would be about the hard working ground crews and was 

provisionally entitled We Kept ‘Em Flying. He thought that my tale of ground training of pilots would fit in. I 

didn’t agree but we had many hours of service talk that gave me the idea of writing up the story of my time in 

the RAF.’ 

 

This is Alec’s memoir. 

 
I was born in 1919 and brought up in Sheffield. Although as I grew up I was interested in aircraft I was unable to get 
taken on by any of the major aircraft firms. However, in September 1937 when I was 18 family ‘pull’ got me into Rolls 
Royce in Derby. I was employed in the Experimental Shop which meant that I moved around the department doing 
different jobs on both the cars and aero engines. 
 
By the second year of my apprenticeship it became clear to us all that war was on the way so in May 1939 I joined 
the RAFVR. Where aircrew selection was concerned there were no aptitude tests although there was a medical. I 
recall the shorter people being sat against a wall with their legs stretched out then measured for leg length to 
determine whether they would be able to reach the rudder pedals. On acceptance, being aircrew cadets we were 
promoted to sergeants, did drill training and were introduced to the Morse code. Our weekends were spent at 
Burnaston airfield but although I had an air experience flight in a Magister I received no flying instruction. 
 
On 3rd September 1939 we listened to the speech telling us that we were at war. Two days later I was called up and 
sent to the Initial Training Wing at Hastings. Here we were accommodated in sea front flats and really began our 
basic training. We also brushed up on our arithmetic and Morse and it was probably here that as a result of general 
interviews they decided whether we would be suitable material for commissioning. The next stage took me to 
Marshall’s at Cambridge, at that timeNo.22  Elementary Flying School, where I went solo after some 7 hours on Tiger 
Moths although my clearest memory of my time there was that spent drooling over a Gloster Gladiator! This was for 
me the very epitome of aircraft design.  
 
I thoroughly enjoyed flying training and took to it like a duck to water, certainly where seat of the pants and light 
hands were concerned. I suppose this showed through for it was during this ab initio stage that they suggested I 
went on to fighters. A fair bit of time on the Tiger Moths seemed to be spent on practising forced landings. My 
instructor took advantage of that wonderful summer by demonstrating a forced landing in a field just behind the pub 
at Caxton Gibbet on Ermine Street. He would then climb out, settle himself down pint in hand and watch me carry on 
with the exercise. 
 
As well as flying there were technical lectures, our bible being the AP129, an Air Ministry publication which included 
virtually everything that was known about aircraft and their operation but which was very dry and still seemed 
lacking on the very points we wanted to know about. 
 
My next move was to No 5 Flying Training School at Sealand in Cheshire, an established RAF station. Here we flew 
the Miles Master, a performance step up, designed to bridge the gap between the slow Tiger Moth and the first line 
fighters. The Master was easy to fly but had problems with the Kestrel engine which had a tendency to overheat on 
take-off and blow up. The Mark 2 with the radial engine was much better and was said to compare well in both 
performance and handling with the Hurricane. 
 
There was an introduction to instrument flying, but very little of it, and by now we’d soloed at night, although for the 
most part our flying was daytime eye on the horizon stuff. Just the same, at the end of the course we received our 
wings. Shortly afterwards I was appointed to a commission. There was no special course, those selected simply 
moved into the Officers’ Mess where every meal met the standard of what I imagined a Masonic banquet might be, 
and that was that although in the course of time I received my commissioning scroll which was stamped across the 
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top: Tenable for the Duration of Hostilities. More immediately I fell into the hands of the Men-from-Gieves-and-
Burberry’s who persuaded me that I needed every conceivable thing on their extensive and very expensive lists, not 
forgetting a folding tripod canvas washbasin! 
 
By now it was September 1940 and I was posted to nearby RAF Hawarden which was then No 7 Operational Training 
Unit, to convert on to the Spitfire. The Officers’ Mess here was in Hawarden House, the Gladstone family residence, 
where the butler dealt with my request for a beer as though I was the Prince of Wales and made no charge. We 
boned up on the Spitfire from the pilot’s notes, sat in the cockpit while an instructor pointed out the various dials 
and switches to us and then we got airborne on our own. It may sound daunting but from the start the Spitfire 
proved to be a delight to fly. You might say that it was so sweet a machine that it flew itself. Which meant that it left 
the pilot free to concentrate on the job in hand rather than worrying about flying the machine. With my 20th 
birthday looming, it left me speechless with admiration. The undercarriage was a problem of course as it had to be 
pumped up and down. Nor was this all that straightforward for we had grown used to flying with the stick in our 
right hand. Now we had to take the stick in our left hand and pump away with the right. Not surprisingly it was easy 
to tell an inexperienced pilot as the Spitfire lifted off from the runway and began busking about until the 
undercarriage was up after which the flightpath smoothed out again. 
 
The airscrew was no help either, for on the Mark 1 it was a two-pitch type which required some getting used to, 
being set to coarse for high speed then turned to fine for landing which to a car driver was rather like changing gears 
directly from bottom to top. As for the urge to swing on take-off due to the power, that was most marked, but a 
judicious use of stick and rudder readily counteracted it. Viewing the Spitfire the undercarriage always strikes people 
as being very narrow, suggesting a difficulty in directional ground control, but we invariably landed into wind so in 
practice it did not present a problem.  
 
Time was now getting well on and as we were all well aware fighter casualties had increased with all the activity 
going on. The term Battle of Britain had yet to be coined. I suppose we were rushed through training, the powers 
that be envisaging that the high loss of fighter pilots would continue. So it was that I was posted to my first 
operational squadron, No. 74, at that time stationed at RAF Coltishall in Norfolk and under the command of the 
celebrated Sailor Malan. Christened Adolph Gysbert Malan (his wife called him John) he gained the Sailor from his 
time in the Mercantile Marine. When I joined the squadron his was already a name to conjure with and to this day 
he remains one of several people I take my hat off to. As a very new lad I began to settle in, discovering that the 
squadron had just been rotated from Hornchurch to Norfolk to rest. I flew a few sorties, one trip being a formation 
exercise during which, as we were in line astern, the aircraft ahead off me took the tail off our leader. His machine 
plummeted straight into the ground although the Number 2, despite his mangled prop, managed to make a safe 
landing. As witness however, I found myself being interviewed by the awesome Sailor and the Flight Commanders, 
possibly an even more daunting experience than the tragedy. The investigation found that the leader’s tail plane had 
been cut off and the control wires had pulled tight trapping the pilot’s feet on the rudder bar. On the Spitfire this had 
two pedals on each side. There was the lower set for ordinary flying and an upper ‘combat’ set which meant the feet 
were raised higher, so minimising the blood loss to the brain when pulling tight manoeuvres. With his feet trapped 
therefore, although uninjured the leader had been quite unable to abandon his machine. 
 
My own best remembered flight was one where I found myself unable to get the undercarriage down. The Spitfires 
we were now flying did not need pumping up and down but had a pneumatic system to do the job. I tried and tried 
again over the course of a circuit or two but still couldn’t get the system to work. Then, just as it seemed likely that I 
might have to do a belly landing, I used the emergency air bottle and the wheels locked down. I remember that my 
main feeling was one of embarrassment as I apologised to everyone remotely concerned.  
 
Before I could fully settle and within two weeks of my joining them the squadron was recalled to Biggin Hill, still the 
centre of much of the aerial activity, with the prospect of my facing battles ahead. Not that I was that well prepared, 
I never so much as having fired at a drogue, or even a ground target. Indeed I had never yet fired my guns and there 
had been no instruction in air combat. Possibly had things been less hectic overall it would have been different but 
that was the way it was for me. 
 
With the ease of long practice the squadron gathered itself for the move. Until then, as a new boy I had been rather 
out on a limb with others knowing each other so well and even the least experienced of them had the great 
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commonality of operational experience. All that they had learned of me was that I had a great interest in cars and 
that I was Rolls Royce trained. To them that meant I must be an expert on Rolls Royce cars – in effect, a chauffeur 
type. It would have been no use protesting that my only experience had been in driving a girlfriend's Austin Seven!  
So it was that the Flight Commander asked me to drive his prized Talbot saloon down to Biggin. The others all took 
off and winged their way south while I had a great time at high speed in their wake, propelled by fuel drained from 
an aircraft. I finally arrived at Biggin and returned the car to its owner, but was always a little mystified by his 
frequently repeated insistence during the rest of my stay on the squadron that ‘it had never been the same since.’ 
The Flight Commander in question was John Freeborn who was a personality in his own right. In the early days of the 
war he had been among those scrambled when two British formations had been inadvertently set upon each other. 
In the resulting melee he had shot down a Hurricane, killing its pilot. A court martial had exonerated him from all 
blame and he was presently distinguishing himself, frequently being given control of the squadron by Malan. 
 
One of the other personalities at Coltishall had been Douglas Bader, the legless fighter pilot. At that time he was an 
acting squadron leader commanding No. 242 (Canadian) Squadron which he had revitalised at Duxford. He was still 
busy developing the Big Wing strategy that he and AVM Leigh-Mallory were so keen on. Our squadron flew on 
several of the rehearsals. The only time I ever encountered him however was when he was playing in a doubles 
tennis match. Overreaching for a wide ball he overbalanced and fell. I saw his partner go to assist him only to be 
waved off. I was too far off to hear what was said but Bader clearly wanted no assistance. 
 
At Biggin the squadron moved back into action without delay. But casualty rates had fallen and the requirement for 
pilots was no longer extreme so new lads like me were not required. Therefore I sat out the last stages of what we 
later knew as the Battle of Britain by sitting in a deck chair at dispersal watching the contrails wheel about the sky 
waiting for the operational pilots to return. I did manage to make several evening visits to London’s West End, seeing 
the tube stations crowded with families seeking shelter from the bombing and  hearing the bombs exploding myself, 
but discovering that the nightclubs were still heavily frequented. 

 

Surplus to requirements with No.74 Squadron Alec was posted to RAF Kirton-in-Lindsey north of Lincoln to join 

No.616 (South Yorkshire) Squadron RAuxAF.  We’ll continue with his story in the next issue of Tiger News. 

 

Don Verhees. Looking Back. Leaning Forward. 

 
Don is known to us as the Senior Advisor to the NATO 

Tiger Association and a few of us have had the pleasure 

of meeting him at Tiger Meets, mainly Fairford and in my 

case at Cambrai too. Don has written his autobiography, 

including details of his 29-year USAF career. Have a look 

at www.donverhees.com where you can buy the book for 

22 euros including p&p. It’s a good read and highly 

recommended. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Don with another NTA stalwart Doc Kauschmann at Fairford in 

2011. 

http://www.donverhees.com/
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Photographic records of Tengah 

 

Dave Roome has identified these unannotated photos of Tengah.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above. Ken Goodwin giving an unknown WRAF officer her  

1,000mph certificate when he was still CO. 

 

Right. Stn Cdr Gp. Capt. Peter Latham with Tony 

Ellender (left) and Keven Mace after the latter’s 

Lightning 1000 hours. June 1970. 

 

 

 

Left. The same celebration 

with, from the left, Trevor 

MacDonald-Bennett (TMcDB), 

OC Flying Wg. Cdr. Erik 

Bennett, OC 74 Dennis Caldwell, 

Jim Bates (JEngO), Keven Mace, 

Paul Adams, Peter Latham, Russ 

Peart (in sunglasses), John 

Webster and Roger Pope.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right. TMcDB having just flown Air 

Marshal Sir Neil Wheeler, Air Commander 

FEAF in 1970 
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Ray Jones found these Tengah photos on line.  
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Twenty-Six Postings! 

 

Our Honorary Vice-President Boz Robinson was recently in communication with Sam Mold, not of 74 but who 

had connections with 74, and who wondered whether his 27 years of RAF service (1947-73), which included 26 

postings excluding detachments, is worthy of an entry in the Guinness Book of Records! Writing to Boz, Sam 

explained.  
 

It was interesting to read your website and finding you were Vice-President of the 74 Squadron Association. The 
squadron’s last overseas base RAF Tengah was also mine. My first posting to Tengah was in 1952 after spending six 
months with No. 95 (Rifle) Squadron, RAF Regiment (Malaya). At the time Tengah was operating Hornets (45 
Squadron), Vampires (60 Squadron) and Lincolns (RAAF No 1 Squadron). Fast-forward 16 years and I returned to 
Tengah, now operating Hunters (20 Squadron), Canberras (81 Squadron) and Lightnings (74 Squadron). Commanding 
the latter was Ken Goodwin. All three squadrons had regular detachment exercises to other stations and my role was 
to run a small Logistics Section whose task was to maintain the squadron packs ready for use and to ensure they 
were rapidly loaded into a waiting Hercules. The object of these exercises was not only to prepare squadrons to 
react quickly to any emergency but also to improve on timings of a squadron's previous move.  
 
Herein lies my tenuous link to 74. After each exercise the Base Commander, Gp Capt Peter Latham, always chaired 
the debriefing session to see if improvements could be made to speed up departure procedures. His love of flying 
was met when opportunities arose for him to fly a Tiger’s Lightning. Peter Latham was a very popular CO whose 
original claim to fame was as OC 111 Squadron, flying their Hunter Mk F.6s based at Wattisham. Under the name 
Black Arrows, it was the official RAF air display team. Over the Black Arrows’ short life span of less than four years 
(1957-60) the display team had two bosses: Roger Topp who retired as an Air Commodore and Peter Latham who 
retired as an Air Vice Marshal and who was its leader when the display team was disbanded.  
 
 In 1971, with the pending closure of Tengah fast approaching due to the British withdrawal from the Fast East, the 
squadrons were being disbanded and there was no further need for a logistics team. We were giving our 20 
Squadron Hunters to the Singapore Air Force, so I was soon involved in preparing inventories ready for the hand-

over. This was followed by my new 
appointment as Station Warden, 
where my first task was handing 
over the work/domestic site, 
separated from the rest of the 
station and built to house the 
mobile RAF Regiment lodger units. It 
was like returning home, for this 
was where I worked when posted 
from Seletar to No 95 (Rifle) 
Squadron in January 1951. Indeed, 
in the rush to leave Singapore it was 
a very busy time for all the British 
bases. 
 

Roger Topp’s Black Arrows Hunter has been restored by Wattisham  

Station Heritage and can be seen there, as can the Tiger Phantom.  Photos by Callum McLean. 
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Phantom Parade 

 

Callum McLean (left) was responsible for setting up the 

74 Squadron display at the Wattisham Station Heritage 

museum. If there is anything you want to know about a 

Phantom, or the Phantom squadrons which operated from 

Wattisham, he is the man to tell you!  

 

Inevitably Cal has a Phantom photo archive and he shares 

some of his FGR.2 photos with us here. The burner shots 

were taken by member Bob Archer.  
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Malta`s Tigers 

 

Our webmaster Tony Clay has been looking into the role 74 Squadron played in the creation 

of camouflage schemes for the RAF. 
 

74(F) Tiger Squadron has, over the course of its history, been known to claim a number of firsts. Some of 

these include the first and only Spitfire squadron to employ rocket projectiles during the later stages of World 

War Two in Europe, the first RAF squadron to equip with and introduce the English Electric F.1 Lightning 

operationally and the first and only RAF squadron to operate a `natural` American Phantom design in the guise 

of the F-4J(UK). So it may come as no surprise that 74 Squadron was one of the RAF’s frontrunners in 

experimental aircraft camouflage design way back in the mid-1930s when based on the small but vitally 

strategic Mediterranean island of Malta.  

 

Beginnings  

 

The concept of camouflage design for aircraft can, for all intents and purposes, be traced back to World War 

One when individual aircraft units would paint various patterns on their aircraft to break up its silhouette. Good 

examples of this can be seen on German machines, although most German designs with their sometimes bright 

colours were more reminiscent of the dazzle designs seen on the warships of the period. Royal Flying Corps 

squadrons opted in most cases for a much more toned down scheme, especially those whose main task was 

ground attack or trench strafing. 74 Squadron was one of those units who employed a basic camouflage scheme 

to their SE5As in 1918 although the style is not known. British authorities at the time had tried their best to 

discourage this sort of ad-hoc camouflage design and with the war finally over most aircraft in the Royal Air 

Force had reverted to a high visibility silver dope finish by the late 1920s and early 1930s.  

 

However, by the beginning of 1933 and with tensions starting to rise in and around Europe the Air Ministry had 

informed the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) at Farnborough that experiments should be carried out to 

find a way to reduce an aircraft’s visibility when viewed on the ground from above or in flight. By 1934 a report 

was completed and submitted to the Air Ministry entitled Note on colour schemes to decrease visibility of an 

aircraft when viewed from above. Within the report it was noted that from 10,000 feet or less the best way to 

break up an aircraft’s outline was to use various shades of green and brown applied in various shapes and 

patches, making sure the demarcation lines were broken up and the scheme covered not only the wings but 

carried on along the fuselage and tail surfaces. It was also noted that matt dopes worked best for maximum 

effect. Further field tests were required and the advent of the Abyssinian Crisis seems to have provided the 

perfect excuse. Whether this was planned or taking advantage of an opportunity will never be known, but the 

chain of events had set in motion a link between the much needed camouflage trials and 74 Squadron.  

 

Reborn 

 

The Abyssinian Crisis is an almost forgotten chapter in European history as events a few years later would 

overshadow it. This crisis was the ongoing conflict between Italy and the Empire of Ethiopia (then commonly 

known as Abyssinia in Europe) and would ultimately discredit the League of Nations when no action was taken 

against Mussolini and moved Fascist Italy closer to an alliance with Nazi Germany. In a response to the Italian 

aggression, plans were drawn up to send a fighter squadron to Malta with one main goal - defend Malta from air 

attack. From August 1935 personnel and machines were moved from various Hawker Demon squadrons around 

the United Kingdom with the intention of dispatching them to Malta by ship. Secrecy was key and the aircrew, 

airmen and aircraft were drawn from Nos 3, 23, 32, 56, 65 and 601 Squadrons. Taking the odd machine or 

person from this and that squadron was a good way of making sure that the Italians would not be alerted to 

Britain`s intentions. If a Home Defence RAF squadron had suddenly gone `missing` from the battle order and 

were seen embarking aboard ship that was heading towards the Mediterranean, the tactical edge would have 

been given away. Indeed, it was noted that once the Hawker Demons had arrived at Malta and were being 

unloaded at the port in their various squadron colours and codes, there was much concern and confusion aboard 
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the Italian tug bristling with every type of radio transmission antenna that was viewing proceedings! 

 

The Hawker Demon (left), a fighter 

adaptation of the Hawker Hart bomber, was 

powered by a 485hp Rolls Royce Kestrel IIS 

engine giving a maximum speed of 183mph at 

13,000 feet. It could climb to 10,000ft in 7 

minutes and 25 seconds and sported two 

forward firing Vickers Mk III machine guns 

and a single Lewis machine gun in the rear 

cockpit. The Demon actually shares two things 

with the Phantom F-4J (UK) that 74 were to 

fly some 50 years later, one being that it was 

the only other two seat fighter aircraft the 

Tigers were to operate throughout their 

history and the other is that like the Phantom, the Demon’s colour scheme was unique for its time and has been 

subject to many an intense debate between aviation enthusiasts and aircraft modellers alike ever since. 

 

The Demons were flown to RAF Sealand where they were dismantled by the packing depot but with their 

engines still fitted. The wings and tail sections were removed and placed in packing crates ready for rapid re-

erection once the destination was reached. The dismantled aircraft set sail on the SS Maihar from Liverpool 

and arrived in Malta on the 9th September 1935. The first air test was completed on the 19th September, 

meaning that the time from dismantling and packing in the UK to being airworthy in Malta was just over three 

weeks. By contrast, just 33 years later an English Electric Lightning F.6 would take less than three hours on a 

similar deployment. 

 

The human contingent set sail from Southampton Docks on the troopship Neuralia on the 3rd September, four 

years to the day before war was declared on Germany. Other than the CO, Squadron Leader H.G. (Jim) Crowe, 

no one on board was aware of their destination until the transport had left port and was well under way. Even 

then they were simply told of their mission and that they would be known as the Demon Flights. It wasn`t until 

the 14th November that a signal from the Air Ministry was received stating that from now on the Malta Demon 

Flights would henceforth be known as No. 74(F) Squadron and that this designation would be backdated to the 

3rd September.  Malta`s new fighter squadron now had an official and prestigious squadron name, a reputation 

to protect and build upon and a very serious job to do. 

 

Trials 

 

As the Abyssinian Crisis continued and the strategic importance of Malta became more apparent, the RAE 

instructed 74`s aircraft to start painting up their aircraft in various camouflage schemes. These would then be 

tested in various situations and exercises to see exactly how effective they would be.  Other units operating 

from Malta were also asked to partake in the trails and they did so in limited numbers. 22 Squadron, then flying 

Vildebeests, were reported to be in a `two shades of Green-Grey` scheme as a compromise between land and 

sea. 202 Squadron`s Scapa flying boats were doped in a `very dark Blue-Green` with later correspondence 

written back to the Air Ministry stating that this scheme was actually `very effective` over the water around 

Maltese coasts. The RAE had sent some pre-prepared coloured dopes to the Mediterranean which included 

various shades of browns and greens for the fighter squadron element. It would seem that 74`s Demons were 

initially painted in these dopes and experimentation commenced soon after. The first Demon to emerge in 

camouflage did so on 3rd October 1935 with all the squadron`s aircraft completed by 18th November. The 

initial colour schemes for the Demons were reported as `Green-Grey and Brown`. However it would seem that 

more colours were added to better suit the environment. After all, Malta from the months of May to November 

viewed from the air appears brown in tone and in between almost a vivid green by comparison.  

 

Over the course of the trials it would seem that variations of a variety of colours, patterns and schemes were 
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suggested to see which proved more effective. This would also explain why the topic would be hotly debated 

amongst aviation enthusiasts and modellers. It could simply be that no one scheme was actually employed and 

the trials and painting were fluid and evolved as one idea was tried out before moving onto the next. All the 

pictures taken of 74`s Demons are in black and white so it can be hard to give a definitive answer. We can say 

with some certainty however that these variations of browns, greys, greens and locally mixed red tinted earth 

dopes were mixed and applied to mimic the Maltese landscape.  It would also seem from some of the photos 

taken at the time that around the engine and on all-metal areas of the aircraft a grey primer was applied. The 

speculative suggestion for this is that the dopes which were supplied by the RAE did not adhere to the metal 

areas very well. Therefore a simple solution to remove any shiny surfaces was required. Whatever the reason, 

the grey primer would not have a negative impact to the camouflage scheme and worked well enough. 

 

From November 25th to the 4th December 1935, scientists from the RAE visited Malta and 74 Squadron at Hal 

Far airfield to see how the camouflage trials had progressed. Within the report submitted shortly after on the 

19th December 1935 it was stated that the `land colours` were `considered very good and that camouflaged 

machines on the ground even constituted a source of danger to landing aircraft`. It then goes on to say that 

the improved results of the land based trial were down to `a reddish brown colour added to the scheme by 

mixing dark earth with ordinary red dope to match the deep red colour of the soil`. This seems to add 

credence to the fact that while the initially supplied camouflage dopes from the UK had the impact intended, a 

bit of local adaptation by the ground crew improved the scheme’s effectiveness.  

 

Another new concept was to avoid the use of squadron markings and codes. Even the use of roundels was limited 

with none shown on the sides of the fuselage and just the one on the upper wing which was placed in varying 

positions to add to the effect of breaking up the shape of the wing area. The only identifying markings that 

were not changed or adapted were the serial and roundels retained on the silver dope undersides. This was no 

doubt to help the ground based air defence units avoid cases of friendly fire.  All being said and done though 

one could argue that this was the first true attempt by an air force at `low-vis`. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first camouflaged Demon. 
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Operations 

 

With their new war paint applied, training and operations continued apace for the Tigers and their Demons. 

Close associations had been made with the other flying units on the island and all worked closely with the navy 

to form a cohesive fighting force. In conjunction with 22 and 202 Squadron`s aircraft many a simulated attack 

was made on Royal Naval ships and submarines which furthered the good relations between all the services 

based on Malta. Building such relationships was no doubt a good precursor to the teamwork that would be 

needed on the island a few years later when Malta was receiving singular attention from the Italian and German 

air forces.  

 

By mid-December 1935 war testing was being conducted. Aircraft were taxied to stone revetments built around 

the airfield perimeter and armed sentries were posted for protection. Camouflaged covers for the cockpits and 

engine cowlings were applied and when the signal was given it took just five minutes for a machine to get away 

from the pens measured from the start of removing the covers. Another experiment undertaken during war 

testing was to try and make the island as invisible as possible from air attack. Arrangements had been made by 

the authorities to switch off all the lights on Malta on one particular evening whilst an aircraft flew overhead 

to observe its effect. The radio station was exempt from this trial as it was deemed too important to be 

switched off. All that could be seen that evening on the island was the glow of the valves of the transmitting 

station and the sea surf around the island. A strange fact arising from that evening is that while the title for 

this experiment was officially called a `Trial Occulation of Lights` by the London Times when reporting the 

event, many of the organisers on the ground were members of the Malta Amateur Dramatics Club. So when the 

lights all went out the theatrical term `blackout` was coined and four years later the reference would become 

a household phrase. 

 

The New Year saw an escalation in training with more focus being made on night flying. A standard daytime turn 

around for a Demon fighter was brought down to nine and a half minutes. Attacks, low level or otherwise, were 

practiced on various vessels in the area or even on fortifications on the island such as Fort St Elmo. The skies 

were mainly blue and the conditions excellent but this didn`t mean that flying over and around Malta wasn`t 

hazardous. At this time Malta was not the airfield island of 1943 and had some very limited options if a pilot 

had to make a forced landing. For anyone who has visited the island they may have noticed the Maltese have a 

fondness for large stone walls around their reasonably small fields. The number of fields and walls was greater 

in 1935 and Ta Kali and the polo ground at Marsa were the only emergency landing grounds. Due to the nature of 

74`s task and the fact that any conceivable interceptions would occur over water, from October 1935 each 

Demon was fitted with a Youngmann Dinghy floatation device which would keep the aircraft salvageable if a 

ditching at sea occurred. Fortunately only one such forced landing incident took place during 74`s tenure at 

Malta when Sergeant Papworth made a forced landing at Ta Kali when his engine cut out at 4,000 feet with a 

fractured camshaft housing subsequently discovered as the cause. 

 

Mission and Trial Over 

 

The Tigers’ time at Malta came to an end when orders were received on 13th July 1936 to return to England 

and report to RAF Hornchurch. The Demons were soon dismantled and packed at Kalafrana before dispatch and 

by the 27th July the men were ready to board the troopship Somersetshire for the trip back home. The 

squadron had flown 2,162 hours during its time on the island, mainly with the camouflage in place. The air and 

ground crews of 74 and indeed the other squadrons had worked hard to prepare the island for war and had the 

British politicians shared the same resolve and determination as the armed services in the Med, then 

Mussolini`s war in Abyssinia would not have been possible. As it was Britain and France adopted a policy of 

appeasement and it wasn`t long before Hitler took advantage of the situation and marched his way into the 

Rhineland, Austria and parts of Czechoslovakia unopposed.  The Second World War had become inevitable.  

 

In the early part of 1936, following the trials in Malta a conference at the Air Ministry took place to discuss 

the issue of whether to adopt camouflage for the whole of the RAF. It was concluded that in the present 

climate within Europe only the home based aircraft would be camouflaged and furthermore that the fighter 
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squadrons would only be camouflaged on the upper surfaces with the undersides still retaining their silver dope 

finish. After all the work and development on the trials it would seem that no one had asked the RAE to look at 

potential schemes and colours for the undersides. This slight oversight had to wait until March 1938 and the 

Munich Crisis before it was investigated and rectified. This would be a landmark for the RAF and its squadrons. 

Almost overnight most aircraft lost their silver dope schemes and were quickly camouflaged. In many cases 

fighters were given low visibility red/blue roundels on their fuselage sides similar to the RAF of the 1970s but 

the standard red, white and blue version with an added yellow rim would return in time for the start of the war.  

 

Thanks to the efforts of the RAE, No. 74 Squadron and the other aircraft based on Malta, the RAF was very 

nearly at the top of its game when it came to `colour schemes to decrease visibility of an aircraft when viewed 

from above`. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

74’s Demons in Malta –  

camouflage on the topsides, 

silver dope underneath. 
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Ronald Speirs 

 
It is always good to be able to add to our archive photographs of World War One Tigers, and we are able to do 

so again thanks to Olaf Birdy who has been in touch. He is Ronald Speirs’ great grandson and has inherited his 

great grandfather’s photo album from that time. Neither Olaf nor we know a great deal about Ronald, other 

than two snippets Taffy Jones wrote about him in his book Tiger Squadron. The first reference is for May 

26th 1918. Taffy talks about a new pilot joining the squadron, Sidney Carlin MC, DCM, a Yorkshireman with a 

wooden leg. Ronald apparently knew Carlin at Central Flying School and he told Taffy that despite his disability 

he landed an aeroplane better than him! The second reference is on June 30th when half the squadron were laid 

up with 'flu, Ronald having it worse than others and not being expected to fly again for at least two weeks. And 

that is all we have – at the moment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ronald Speirs above and on the right in the 

photograph to the left with American Alexander 

Roberts. At Netheravon training in December 

1916 below. 

 


